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                        FARM FEST  2013 
                 “Impossible Without You!” 



 Browns Feed 

 Byrne Dairy 

 Buell Fuels 

 Michael C. Candella 

 Cazenovia Equipment 

 Cenpeco/Tom Burns 

 Chobani 

 Clinton Tractor 

 Dairylea 

 Dupont Trucking 

 Farm Credit East 

 GEA Norbco 

 German Flatts Vet Clinic 

 Hannaford 

 

 

…and a special thank you to                                                                            

The vanLieshout family’s  Brabant Farms  

   our host for 2012 & 2013, 

Along with the Farm Fest Committee and over    

100 Volunteers  

for your continued support of Farm Fest. 

 

Farm Fest continues to receive donations from the 

farm and agribusiness community and our list of 

supporters continues to grow. 

 

If you would like to contribute to Farm Fest 2014,                       

please contact Terri DiNitto at (315) 768-3120. 

                        FARM FEST  2013 
                 “Impossible Without You!” 

Herkimer Vet. Assoc. 

Husted Trucking 

IBA/Jim Thomas 

JC Livestock, LLC 

Lillies Agway 

Lois Lane 

Niedzielski Insurance 

Rapp Dairy Nutrition 

Remsen City Fuels 

T & P Sales 

Verona Vet. Service 

Warner Sales 

Whites Farm Supply 



Upcoming Events 

OPEN HOUSE at Tayl-Wind Farm  
1680 Marshall Road, Cassville 

Sunday July 14 Noon til.... 

Come whenever, but we will be hosting a  

dish to pass lunch at 1:30 that everyone is invited to.   

Meat, drinks, tableware provided.  

An opportunity to see our robotic milking system                            

or just visit with friends!   

CCE Jefferson / Lewis Pasture Walk series continues  
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 

12:30 PM – 2:30 PM 

Scott Sawyer Dairy - 2081 Thayer Hill Road, Boonville 

Adjustment of 200 cow dairy from free-stall to grazing 

Conversion of soils and plants from stored forages to pasture forages 

Bring your lunch. Water and snacks provided 

Contact: Ron Kuck, CCE of Jefferson County 788-8450 or 

rak76@cornell.edu  

Future pasture walks are tentatively scheduled for the 4th Wednes-

day of every month through September. 

Soil Health Field Day - July 11th 
9:30 am – 2:00 pm, at Roger and Scott Arliss’ Pit Farms, 895 Lockpit 

Rd., east of Clyde, off Rt. 31, for a Soil Health Field Day.  Observe 

the dramatically different effect of simulated rainfall on a soil with 

good health vs one that’s been overworked.  See soil layers, 

compaction and crop root growth in a soil pit.  On-farm trial results 

with a wide range of grass, legume and crucifer cover crops will be 

presented, including information on winter triticale and winter 

malting barley.  Reduced tillage equipment, including planters, will 

be demonstrated. And much more—There will time for you to discuss 

your experiences with other growers, as well as to ask questions of 

Roger and Scott Arliss, and the speakers.    

 

Registration for the field day is at 9:30 am and costs $5.  A picnic 

lunch with hot dogs and hamburgers will be provided.  For more 

information on the Soil Health Field Day contact Ron Thorn at: 315-

946-9912 or rdtswcd@rochester.rr.com  Sponsored by Wayne 

County Farm Bureau, USDA NRCS, Wayne County SWCD, Cornell 

University Cooperative Extension. 

mailto:rak76@cornell.edu
mailto:rdtswcd@rochester.rr.com


Business Tips - July 2013 

Adapted by several IRS and small business advice articles,            

Bonnie Collins 
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 From the IRS 

With all the news about the workings of the IRS I would like to 

offer the following suggestions: 

If you are contacted by the IRS you have the right to know why 

the IRS is asking for information, how it will be used and what 

happens if you do not provide the requested information. Refer 

to Publication 1: Your Rights as a Taxpayer. 

You may represent yourself, or with written authorization (form 

2848), have someone else represent you such as an attorney, 

CPA, or enrolled IRS agent.  

You have the right to an appeal and judicial review if you 

disagree on the findings represented by the examiner. Refer to 

Publication 5: Your Appeal Rights and How to Prepare a 

Protest If You Don’t’ Agree. 

The Taxpayers Advocate Service is an independent organization 

within the IRS that assists taxpayers with unresolved tax 

problems and be contacted by 1-877-777-4778 or searching 

their website at www.IRS.gov, taxpayer advocate.  

 

 From the Business Schools 

One of the first questions every business owner must consider 

is whether to operate as a sole proprietorship or as a corporate 

entity. The way you structure your business will provide 

guidance as to how soon you need to begin paying taxes on 

your earnings.  

You don’t need to begin paying taxes as a sole proprietor until 

you have a taxable income amount of $400. However, as a 

corporate entity you must begin filing taxes on income as you 

earn it with quarterly filings. 

When you’re self-employed you should set aside funds to pay 

your taxes. When you’re an employee your employer withholds 

the required social security taxes and then matches that 

amount, if you are self-employed you are responsible for the 

total amount roughly 15.3% of your income.  

To help set aside funds to pay your taxes can be enhanced by 

getting paid for the work you do in a timely manner. Clearly 

state what you will be providing to your customer and what and 

when you expect payment. 

http://www.IRS.gov


The Affordable Healthcare Act: 

its effect on Small Farm Employers 

By Bonnie Collins and Remi Link 

  Small employers defined as those with less than 50 full-time 

equivalent employees under the Affordable Healthcare Act are not 

mandated to offer health insurance to their full-time employees, but it 

is an all or nothing proposition. If you offer insurance, it must be 

offered equally to everyone.  The offer of health insurance must be 

adequate in coverage and considered affordable under this law. 

Small Employers Who Play: 

Small employers will have their own marketplace exchange known as 

SHOP (Small Business Health Options Program).  This program is 

designed to simplify the process of finding health insurance.  SHOP will 

be run by NY Health Benefits Exchange, the same way small group 

plans are run now.  However, you will be able to easily compare plans 

based on price, coverage, quality and other features that are important 

to you.  You can use your existing insurance broker or you can shop for 

plans yourself, without a broker.  Beginning October 1, 2013, you will 

be able to access information about all the plans available in your area. 

 If you are a small employer with fewer than 25 full-time 

equivalent employees, pay an average wage of less than $50,000 a 

year, and pay at least half of the employees’ health insurance 

premiums then there is a 35% tax credit through 2013 and effective 

January 1, 2014 the rate goes to 50%. 

 

Small Employer HealthCare Tax Credit Scenarios: 

Example 1: Small Dairy Farm with 10 Employees Gets $ 35,000 for 

2014 

Employees: 10 

Wages: $250,000 total, or $25,000 per worker 

Employee Healthcare Costs: $70,000 

2013 Tax Credit: $24,500 (35% credit) 

2014 Tax Credit: $35,000 (50% credit 

Example 2: A Vegetable Producer with 40 Part-Time Employees Gets 

$40,000 for 2014 

Employees: 40 half-time employees (equivalent of 20 full-time 

employees) 

Wages: $500,000 total, or $25,000 per full-time equivalent  

Employee Healthcare Costs: $240,000 

2013 Tax Credit: $ 28,000 (35% credit with phase –out) 

2014 Tax Credit: $ 40,000 (50% credit with phase –out) 

Small Employers Can Choose To Get Ready:  

 Think about your current insurance plan and how it works for you 

and your employees. 

 



Save the Date: 
Understanding the Affordable HealthCare Act 

September 24, 2013 
11:00 a.m. – 2:45 p.m. 

Cornell Cooperative Extension 
Oneida County & Madison County 

 If you don’t offer health coverage, what benefits would you like to 

provide and what amount are you willing to contribute towards a health 

plan. 

 Talk with your insurance broker about the plans available and what 

would be the best choices for you and your employees. 

Talk with your tax advisor on eligibility for the Small Business Health 

Care Tax Credit.                                                                

Individuals Who Play:                                                                     

Sole proprietors are considered individuals and are subject to the 

individual mandate presented by the ACA. The New York Health Benefit 

Exchange (www.HealthBenefitExchange.ny.gov) is where individuals 

and families will shop for, compare, and buy health insurance coverage, 

plus it is where financial assistance is available.  Support experts will be 

available online, in-person in the community, and by phone to guide 

individuals and families through the enrollment process.                                 

Individuals and Families Can Choose To Get Ready: 

 Learn about different types of health insurance 

 Lean how the insurance works, including deductibles, copays, and 

out of pocket expenses 

 Gather basic information about your gross household income 

 Find out from your employer whether they plan to offer health 

insurance 

Explore the available options and determine your budget                     

Individuals and Families Who Don’t Play:                                    

Starting in January 2014, you must be enrolled in a health insurance 

plan, if you aren’t you will be required to pay an assessment (aka tax). 

You won’t have to pay a tax if you have earning less than 133% of the 

poverty level (approximately $14,000 for an individual and $29,000 for 

a family of four) and you will be eligible to enroll in Medicaid. If 

coverage is unaffordable to you, you can also apply for a tax waiver if 

you don’t qualify automatically.                                                                                

 The tax will be the greater of a flat fee or a percentage of 

income ($695 or 2.5 percent of taxable income for an individual, 

capped at three times that amount for a family) and it will be phased in 

over 2014-2016. It will be assessed as part of peoples’ income taxes. 

The applicable dollar amount is $95 for 2014, $325 for 2015, and $695 

for 2016. 

HealthCare.gov: www.healthcare.gov/marketplace/small-businesses/index.html 

IRS:www.irs.gov/uac/Small-Business-Health-Care-Tax-Credit-for-Small-Employers           

New York Health Benefit Exchange www.HealthBenefitExchange.ny.gov  

http://www.HealthBenefitExchange.ny.gov
http://www.healthcare.gov/marketplace/small-businesses/index.html
http://www.irs.gov/uac/Small-Business-Health-Care-Tax-Credit-for-Small-Employers
http://www.HealthBenefitExchange.ny.gov


Individual  Mandate (Sole Proprietor)  

 January 1, 2014, most  individuals will have to purchase health insurance or pay a penalty 

 IRS is the overseeing agency, penalties will assessed  by the information provided on your 

tax return  and collected  by the IRS 

Employer Mandate for January 1st 2014 Healthcare Reform Act ,  July 2013 

No Health Coverage Offered, 

Individuals & Sole Proprietor go to 

Exchange 

 Responsible to purchase health 

insurance through INDIVIDUAL 

Exchange or Off-Exchange (private 

exchange, on-line retail storefronts 

or in-person) Benefits for Employers: 

 Small Group Employer tax credits  if 

purchased from SHOP Exchange 

        (25 or fewer FTE & pay average   

        annual wage below $50,000) 

 More options available for employees 

to customize plans to fit their needs 

 Reducing benefit administration of 

enrollment,  billing and collecting 

monthly employee premiums 

Continue to Offer Health Coverage 

 SHOP Exchange or buy on the 

traditional market 

 Plans must have reform-compliant  

coverage  

Benefits of Exchange: 

 Individuals may qualify for federal 

premium subsidies 

 Compare plans side-by-side 

 Standardized health benefits  

 Can’t be turned down based on 

previous health condition 

Small Employer 

Small group employers (less than 50 full-time employees and equivalents) are exempt 

from the employer mandate and are not required to offer health insurance. 

2014 

The greater of 

Adult $95 

Child $47.50 

Family $285 

or 

1% of income 

2015 

The greater of 

Adult $325 

Child $162.5

Family $975 

or 

2% of income 

2016 

The greater of 

Adult $695 

Child $347.5

Family $2,085 

or 

2.5% of income 

 

 

Penalties 

indexed to 

inflation 

Beyond 2016 



Milk Price Watch for Oneida County  

Thirteen months through May 2013 

These prices are adjusted from Federal Milk Order No. 1 for the   

Syracuse location, which determines Oneida County prices.               

Remember that these prices do not reflect marketing and hauling 

charges, and they are based on a standardized component mix 

(3.5% butterfat; 2.99% protein; and 5.69% other solids).                 

Your actual check will depend on these factors.   

This month’s chart shows actual MILC payments through March 

2013. April & May 2013 payments are estimated. 

Farmers, do you need help?  Need to take a sick day?                                             

Would you like to take a vacation or just a day away from the farm?  

Farmsitters Chore Services is made up of former dairy farmers.  

We will make sure your animals are well cared for Call Terrance 

(315) 397-2593 and leave a message.  References  

Contact Information for Local Agency’s that support Agriculture 

NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation (DEC) 793-2554 

Oneida County Soil & Water Conservation District 736-3334 

Natural Resource Conservation Service 736-3316 

http://www.fmmone.com/


Ethanol 101:  

Some Issues to Consider when using Ethanol-Blended Fuel in 

Small Engines and Power Equipment 

Submitted by Mary Wrege 

 Ethanol blended gas has been used for over 15 years in the 

United States.  Ethanol is added to gas to serve as an oxygenate that 

can reduce emissions as well as an intentioned U.S. policy to lessen our 

dependence on imported oil.  Most of the ethanol produced and sold in 

the United States is made from corn. 

 Ethanol blended fuel is available at service stations in New York 

and beyond.  It is almost impossible to avoid blended fuel even if you 

wanted too.  I have also seen signs in my travels that say “Ethanol Free 

Gas Here”.  Why?  There are customer concerns regarding ethanol 

blended fuel compatibility with small engines such as lawn mowers, 

trimmers, generators and lawn and garden tractors.  There are many 

small “utility,” or “non-road,” engines in the U.S.  These are typically air

-cooled, single, or twin cylinder, 4- or 2-stroke engines.  Most of these 

engines are carbureted and have minimal emissions control devices. 

Personally, we have had issues with our small engines and power 

equipment on our farmstead as well.  Our problems have ranged from 

clogged filters, injectors and carburetors to corroded plastic and rubber 

elements of our equipment.   

 After researching some information and articles as well as talking 

with some mechanics, I have learned about some of the issues as well 

as some preventative measures we can take. 

Problem:  Debris in Fuel 

“Gums” form in the fuel tank and fuel delivery systems as ethanol fuels 

age.   However, ethanol is also a powerful solvent that will strip away 

and disperse this build up back into the fuel as large, performance-

robbing particles leading to clogged filters, injectors and carburetors. 

Problem:  Excessive Water in the Fuel and Phase Separation 

 Ethanol in blended fuel attracts moisture as soon as it’s exposed 

to air.  High humidity and fuel cans with poor sealing or missing spout 

covers or vents accelerate the problem. 

Once the ethanol has absorbed enough moisture to reach its saturation 

point, phase separation occurs. (This means that the ethanol and 

absorbed water drop to the bottom of the fuel container because it is 

heavier than the gas and oil.  Floating on top now is the gasoline and oil 

mixture.)  At lower concentrations of water (up to 0.5% volume at 60 

degrees F), the alcohol will mix and remove the water as the fuel is 

burned and not harm the engine.  At higher concentrations, the water 

will separate from the fuel and pool on the bottom of its container.   

Most operators never notice water in the can when they refuel their 

equipment.  The end result is most often ruined carburetors with rust 

and corrosion.  These expensive repairs can cost over $75.00 and are 

not typically covered by warranty. 

 



Problem:  Ethanol Fuels Break Down Quickly 
Today’s ethanol fuel has a shorter shelf life than some of the conventional fuels 
we used in the past.  Gasoline begins the gradual process of degrading and losing 
its volatility as soon as it leaves the refinery.  As ethanol and other components 

evaporate, the fuel loses octane and becomes “stale.”  This often happens with 
most fuels; the difference is that today’s fuel can start to turn bad much sooner 
than some of the “conventional” fuels of the past. Stale gas may contribute to 

hard starts, pinging and engine knock, which robs your engine of poser and can 
cause damage. 
Problem:  Ethanol Causes Lost Power, Performance and Decreased Fuel 
Economy for some of the engines that are not designed for “newer” type 

fuels. 
Ethanol fuel does not produce as much energy as traditional fuel.  This results in 
inefficient combustion, decreased performance, reduced throttle response and 
poor fuel economy. 
Preventing Ethanol Blended Fuel Problems 
Either purchase ethanol-free gas or if using a 10% ethanol blend gas, 

make sure to use a fuel stabilizer that is specifically alcohol free.  (I 
spoke with both our equipment dealer and mechanic who both preferred just 
avoiding ethanol-blended fuel in the first place.)  *Another tip:  Make sure 
that if purchasing an ethanol-free fuel, look for those service stations that 
have dedicated hoses/pumps for ethanol-free fuel.  (If there is a switch or 
button on the pump that gives you an option, you may be getting an ethanol 
blend left-over in the same hose if you are opting for ethanol-free fuel.)  Fuel 

stabilizers are effective only if they are mixed with fresh fuel (just bought at 
the pump) and proper fuel storage remains just as important.  Remember 
nothing will properly rejuvenate old, stale fuel! 

Use proper fuel containers:  Never store fuel in containers with open or 
leaking spouts.  Replace old fuel containers with separate vents.  Leaking open 
fuel containers are a fire safety hazard that promote the absorption of 
moisture and cause fuel to turn stale more quickly.  Use only modern self-

venting fuel containers with “no spill” self-sealing spouts. 
Shake the fuel container:  Shake the fuel container for 30 seconds just prior to 

filling your equipment.  This practice ensures that the fuel is mixed properly 
and helps suspend any small amounts of moisture in the mixture. 

Store fuel in a cool, dry area:  Cool controlled temperatures extend fuel life as 
it slows the aging process.  Keeping the can in a dry area will also reduce the 

formation of condensation inside the fuel container.  Caution:  Fuel should 
never be stored in your house or by a flame or ignition source. 

Purchase enough fuel for 30-days of use:  This is one of the best ways to 
prevent using stale fuel.  Only purchase fuel from name brand hi9gh volume 

stations to ensure you get the freshest fuel possible. 
Drain fuel completely for storage:  If you do not intend to use your piece of 

equipment within a 30-day period, drain the fuel completely from the 

carburetor and the fuel tank. 
Make it a priority to better maintain our equipment! 
 
Sources: 
http://www.echo-usa.com/Warranty/Learn-About-Ethanol/Ethanol-Fuel-062512 
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-6015/BAE-
1746pod.pdf 

www.strartron.com 

http://www.echo-usa.com/Warranty/Learn-About-Ethanol/Ethanol-Fuel-062512
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Mary%20Wrege/Desktop/Ethanol%20blended%20gas%20considerations/Ethanol%20101.docx
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Mary%20Wrege/Desktop/Ethanol%20blended%20gas%20considerations/Ethanol%20101.docx
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Mary%20Wrege/Desktop/Ethanol%20blended%20gas%20considerations/Ethanol%20101.docx
http://www.strartron.com
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 We already know how stressful the birthing process is on our 

cows. Dry matter intakes begin to nose dive as the growing calf 

encroaches on mom’s personal space, the immune system is 

challenged, and many of the cow’s metabolic processes shift gears to 

accommodate the change from gestation to lactation.  Minimizing the 

stress on cows pre and post calving can help ensure a successful 

transition period and a more profitable lactation.  

 Milk fever or clinical hypocalcemia is a common metabolic 

disorder in fresh cows that occurs when blood calcium levels become 

too low.  Adequate blood calcium levels are responsible for maintaining 

normal smooth muscle contractions.  Without normal muscle 

contractions the cow will struggle to ruminate effectively, proper teat 

closure doesn’t happen, and in worse case scenarios, she can’t get up. 

The hard core, most obvious cases of milk fever are easily 

recognizable: down, unable to get up, flat out on her side, cold ears.  

What about incidences of subclinical hypocalcemia on your farm?  

Subclinical cases are cows with low blood serum calcium levels but do 

not portray the typical signs of a milk fever or down cow. Cases of sub 

clinical hypocalcemia are more likely to go unnoticed and if left 

uncorrected it can lead to a number of undesirable health disorders in 

your transition cows. I mentioned earlier the role of calcium in smooth 

muscle contractions.  Both the rumen and abomasum contain smooth 

muscle tissue and as a result cows with subclinical hypocalcemia are 

candidates for displaced abomasums. Smooth muscle function is also 

needed in the teat sphincter and incomplete closer of the teat end 

increases the risk for mastitis. Additionally, a 2002 dairy research study 

conducted by NAHMS noted that fresh cows with normal blood calcium 

levels had lower blood NEFA (non- esterified fatty acids) levels.  

Elevated blood NEFA levels are a good indication that the cow is 

mobilizing body condition in order to attempt to meet energy 

requirements.  Fresh cows in negative energy balance are most likely 

not eating enough dry matter to meet their energy requirements and 

are pulling energy from their body condition.   

 While diagnosing subclinical cases is feasible with a blood test 

conducted by your veterinarian, prevention of this metabolic disorder is 

the key to minimizing stressors in the transition phase of your cows. 

Discuss with your nutritionist the possibilities of feeding anionic salts to 

prevent low blood calcium levels.  You’ll want to weigh the economic 

costs involved and keep in mind that some sources of salts can  

Fresh Cow Watch:  
Preventing Subclinical Hypocalcemia 

By. M. Collins 



negatively affect the palatability of your ration. Careful monitoring of 

urine pH levels may be necessary when feeding anionic salts because if 

over fed, anionic salts can upset the rumen pH which can result in 

altered rumen function and therefore effects milk production. 

 Consider developing a calcium supplement protocol or plan of 

attack with your veterinarian to help minimize the incidence of clinical 

and sub-clinical hypocalcemia cases.  When developing your plan, 

keep in mind the following points: 

 Blood calcium levels are lowest at 12- 24 hours post calving. 

 A 500ml dose of 23% calcium delivered SQ (sub-cutaneous), 

will last about 6 hours. 

 Avoid using supplements that contain calcium and glucose if 

you’re going to administer it SQ. The glucose can be irritant 

and cause skin sloughing 

 Recommended dose of oral calcium supplement is 100 grams 

of elemental calcium. 

 Bovikalc boluses raise blood calcium levels for approximately 

12 hours. 

 Inter Venous (IV) calcium should be used only for cows 

displaying sings of clinical milk fever: the down cow, depressed 

attitude, cold ears, etc. Consult with your herd veterinarian for 

developing optimal treatment options specific to your dairy’s 

needs. 

Review your Credit Reports Regularly 
Adapted from FDIC Consumer New spring 2013 

A credit report is important in that it provides a record of your 

history of paying loans and bills and can affect your ability to 

qualify for a low-cost loan or insurance policy, rent an apartment 

or find a job. 

Review your credit reports regularly for errors or signs of identity 

theft. You are entitled to receive at least one free credit report 

every 12 months from each of the nation’s three main credit 

bureaus (Equifax, Experian and TransUnion). Start at 

www.annualcreditreport.com  or call 1-877-322-8228. If you find 

errors, contact the credit bureau directly. Also be cautious of other 

Web sites and services advertising “free” credit reports because 

these may be attempts to sell you something else or even scams 

to collect personal information.  

Advocates of receiving your annual credit reports have made the 

suggestion to pulling your reports on the dates of 3/3, 6/6, and 

9/9 to spreading them out during the year, or you can use other 

important dates during the year as a reminder. Remember that the 

credit reports are free but a credit score usually is associated with 

a fee.  

http://www.annualcreditreport.com


Crop Shorts 
By Jeff Miller 

Weather 

Oneida County Growing degree day comparison 1994 -2013 

The red  line shows the growing degrees that have accumulated so far this season in 

comparison with other seasons. You will note that it is in top third  but not as high as the 

last 3 years at least up to June 15th. www.cceoneida.com/assets/Agriculture-Files/

Weather/GDDOneida-May8650.pdf  to see color chart. 

Oneida County Rainfall Comparison 1994-2013  

http://www.cceoneida.com/assets/Agriculture-Files/Weather/GDDOneida-May8650.pdf
http://www.cceoneida.com/assets/Agriculture-Files/Weather/GDDOneida-May8650.pdf


The graph on the opposite shows the comparison of this years’ rainfall 

for the months of April, May and June with other seasons back to 1994. 

The amount of rain for June is only for the first 3 weeks (6.73”) at that 

point. I expect that total rainfall will exceed all other years back to 

1994. 

Weather has had a significant impact on field crop production this 

season. Cooler wet conditions delayed plantings of spring hay seedings, 

similar conditions delayed corn and soybean planting and made timely 

hay harvest difficult.  

Nitrogen management of 

grass hay should be on local 

growers to do list. The 

picture to the right shows 

how the excessive rains have 

caused nitrogen losses.  We 

have had over 9” of rain in 

the past 4 weeks about 3 

times as much rain as we 

usually get. If you 

aggressively manage grass 

hay fields you should be 

considering applying N 

fertilizer to grass stands after 

2nd cut this year. Fifty units 

of nitrogen/ac is the usual 

recommendation. 

Hay 

Hay in a day harvest  is a practice that is gaining attention locally. It 

starts with adjustments of the mower or mowing process to lay out the 

crop at 90% of the mower width. In some cases that means running a 

tedder right behind the mower. Rollers  (conditioners) are set wide open 

to avoid any crimping of the stems. The hay is laid out in a very thin 

layer that maximizes exposure to sun and wind  which allows the hay to 

dry very quickly down to a moisture level that is ideal for silage  (50-

65%) depending on the storage structure.  Growers using this practice 

then combine several windrows together using  rakes or mergers.  This 

practice reduces the number of trips the chopper makes across the field 

reducing overall fuel consumption even including the extra step  of  

windrow merging.  Acreage that is mowed is limited to the amount of 

acres that can be mowed, merged and chopped within the day.  This 

practice reduces energy losses from the plants and  protein conversion 

that can limit utilization improving the quality of the forage.  One other 

often overlooked factor. Just think how many more  days  you would 

have been willing to mow hay so far  this season if you were sure that 

you would be chopping it and putting it into storage that same day. 



This is a field of peas and oats over 
a new hay seeding that must have 
been planted in late April. The oats 
and peas are thick and healthy and 

are providing a good cover which is 
helpful this season  with the heavy 
downpours we have experienced. 

With the thickness of this oat pea 
cover it will be important to monitor 
the seeding below. It will be 
important to chop the oats-pea 

mixture off  when the oats are in 
boot stage cutting a little high 
(above the alfalfa seedlings) to 
remove the oat pea cover and its 
competition to allow the alfalfa 
seedlings to develop. 

Erosion was evident in some fields in the southern portion of the  

county, the result of some heavy rainstorms on the 21st and 29th of 

May.  Gullies were carved in some fields with water taking topsoil, seed 

and fertilizer with it.  Deposition of topsoil occurred in the lower parts of 

some fields burying seed and seedlings in those areas. 

You can tell by the tracks in some 
local wheat fields that  growers were 
in the fields treating them with 
fungicides . In many cases the tracks 

are old indicating that these fields 
were treated early in the season. If 
you stop to look at the foliage it is 
exceptionally clean (free of foliar 
diseases). Many of the fields that I 
have scouted have been very clean 
this year in spite of the wet 

conditions. A few fields had fresh 
tracks indicating that these growers were able to get a treatment on for fusarium 
head blight (FHB). This was rare because we had very rainy conditions during the 
small window when this treatment would have been effective.  



You can tell by the tracks in some 
local wheat fields that  growers were 
in the fields treating them with 
fungicides . In many cases the tracks 

are old indicating that these fields 
were treated early in the season. If 
you stop to look at the foliage it is 
exceptionally clean (free of foliar 
diseases). Many of the fields that I 
have scouted have been very clean 
this year in spite of the wet 

conditions. A few fields had fresh 
tracks indicating that these growers were able to get a treatment on for fusarium 
head blight (FHB). This was rare because we had very rainy conditions during the 
small window when this treatment would have been effective.  

Now is the time for wheat grow-
ers to look at their fields  for 
signs of fusarium head blight 
(FHB). The typical symptom is to 

see white grain heads among the 
healthy green grain heads. I was 
reminded that there are more 

than one cause of white grain 
heads. If you note that the entire 
plant is white  this is probably a 
foot rot disease not FHB. Corn 

borer can injure the stem below 
the head causing it to turn white. 
To be  more certain that it is FHB look for a pinkish hue on the kernels. This 
period of time to view the white heads among the green heads is short-lived so 
make sure scouting fields is on your to do list. 

Soybeans 
Many local soybean fields look very healthy. No problems with insects or 
diseases. Some fields have already been treated with an herbicide others have 
not.  The usual timing for herbicide application is between 3 and 4 weeks after 
planting. This year it will be important to look at the fields. Weed development 
may have been delayed by the cooler weather. If you are planning to apply only 
glyphosate (roundup)  you know that it is taken up only by the foliage and has 
no residual activity. The goal is to spray when all of your annual weeds have 

germinated and are roughly between 1” - 4”.  

The most advanced soybeans are at 
the 2nd trifoliate stage where plants 
have 2 sets of trifoliate  leaves that 
are fully expanded (6-17-2013).  

Remember that the general rule is to 
stop planting soybeans after the 15th 
of June.  Your risk level  increases 
after that date. Plant development  of 
soybean is guided by day length more 
than by heat units like corn. 

The only injuries I 

viewed while scouting 

soybean fields was a 

little injury from hail 

that appears as tears 

in the leaves. This 

injury was very        

limited and will cause 

no yield losses. 



Corn 
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 Local growers are continuing to plant their last few acres of 

corn. Some of our most mature corn is now v5 stage and 20” to 

the tip of the whorl(6-17-2013).  As you can see from the pictures 

to the right  the canopy will be closed in about two weeks. 

 Local agriservice businesses estimate that 60% of planted 

cornfields have been treated with herbicides.  Below is a list of 

post emergence herbicides and their rating for control of the most 

common weeds found in local corn fields. 

 How many of you noted about 10 days ago that fireflies 

were blinking out the barn window. The arrival of fireflies occurs 

at about the same time that corn rootworm (CRW) hatches from 

eggs into larva in the soil. If the soil in your corn fields were 

saturated during that time than the CRW larva  drown,  

significantly reducing CRW populations and root feeding. This may 

also impact the number of adults that will be around at tassel time 

to lay their eggs in corn fields. 
 

Some local corn fields  

were ponded in areas 

due to the extreme 

rainfall  we have 

experienced in the last 

month.  Most 

agronomists agree that 

plants that are under 

water for more than 4 

days are likely to die and 

that this period is shorter 

under higher 

temperatures and  when 

plants are completely 

submerged. Soybeans 

are more sensitive to 

flooded or ponded 

conditions.  



What is the impact of excessive rainfall on wheat yields and 

quality  

Water impact on N side dress rates 

 

Soybean glyphosate 3-4 wks. after planting (may 24-31st scout 

fields determine if you should apply roundup 21st of June 

Check new seedings  with oat nurse crops 

 

Emergency crops sorghum sudan grass BMR, buckwheat, snap 

beans, oats,  wheat, teff, hay seedings, soy forage 

Value of Baler Preservative Applicators  

 

Preservative applicators likely worth the effort and expense to save 

the harvest.  

Anyone that bales dry hay has had to chase a field of hay in before 

the rain comes. This happened last week to many people in my 

area. Many times the hay is almost fit to bale but it is a little tough 

and you bale it and hope it doesn’t mold. These are the times you 

think, if I only had a preservative applicator on the baler I could 

bale this and shouldn’t have any problems. Then you think, they 

are too expensive for me I only bale a couple thousand small 

square bales a year. Think again! 

Did you notice when you saw the first fire fly this season? 

Well, I will have to admit that yes, I did and it was June 8th. You might 

ask why I am interested in fire flies. Well it has nothing to do with the 

fact that they glow in the dark. I learned many years ago that corn 

rootworm larva hatch at about the same time as  when you sight the 

first fire fly. They hatch from eggs that were laid in the soil in the pre-

vious season. If  soil conditions during that time are severely wet there 

is no oxygen for them and they drown.  We had an inch of rain on the 

6th of June followed by a tenth of an inch on the 7th and 8th. Not to 

mention  that we had between 1.5 and two inches of rain in the previ-

ous two weeks and similar rainfall in the following week. I would say 

that we are not going to have as many corn rootworms  feeding on 

root systems this summer nor adults to lay eggs this fall. 

This also means that if you are willing to scout your fields for corn 

rootworm adults at tasseling to confirm the low numbers,  you may be 

able to save some money on corn seed next season  because you 

wouldn’t have to purchase seed with the BT trait for corn rootworm. 
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You can buy a basic 25 gallon baler liquid applicator for less than 

$400. It is not complicated; it is a small electric sprayer that you 

mount on the baler. The next thing you would probably want is a 

baler mounted moisture tester so you can see the moisture of the 

hay as you bale. They can be purchased for $350-$500. So for 

about $800 you can outfit your baler with the ability to apply a hay 

preservative when conditions are not perfect for baling, but be able 

to get the hay off the field before the rain destroys the quality. 

Of course if you want all the bells and whistles you can spend a few 

thousand dollars or more to get fully automatic controls. These 

systems have a monitor that regulates the flow of the preservative 

depending on the moisture content of the hay also the applicator 

turns off and on when hay is flowing thru the baler pick up with the 

used of an electric eye. The choice is yours. But think of the value 

of 5 acres of hay that you don’t get baled due to rain. That could 

have been worth $2,500 ($250 a ton x 2 tons per acre x 5 acres), 

now it is only worth maybe $125 a ton and valued at $1,250. That 

$1,250 lost could have paid for the applicator, moisture tester and 

preservative and you would still have money left in your pocket. 

How much will it cost to apply the preservative to small 

square bales?  

You can buy various types of preservatives in multiple unit sizes. 

One product for example, if you buy a 50 gallon drum (450 

pounds) it costs about $650 or $1.44 per pound. If you buy a 200 

gallon tote (1,800 pounds) it costs about $2,500 or $1.39 per 

pound. 



How do you calculate how much preservative to apply?  

It is like calibrating a sprayer, but instead of gallons per acre you 

need to calculate pounds per ton. First you need to figure out how 

many tons per hour of hay you bale. Count the number of small 

square bales you make in three minutes. Let’s say it is 15 bales. Then 

weigh several of those bales to get an average weight. Let’s say they 

are 45 pounds. If you bale 15 bales in 3 minutes then in an hour of 

continuous baling you will bale 300 bales with an average weight of 

45 pounds. 45 x 300 = 13,500 pounds per hour or 6.75 tons/hour. If 

you are trying to apply 4 pounds of preservative per ton you will need 

(6.75 x 4) 27 pounds per hour. If the preservative weighs 9 pounds 

per gallon that is 3 gallons per hour (27/9=3) or 0.05 gallons per 

minute (3/60=0.05). Since the applicator has 2 spray tips you want 

to get a tip that applies 0.025 gallons per minute since you will be 

using 2 tips at the pickup head of the baler.  

 

Remember to take into account the specific gravity since the 

preservative is slightly heavier than water. In my example the 

specific gravity factor is 1.06 (0.0025 x 1.06=0.027 gallons per 

minute). I would recommend having another pair of tips that applies 

0.05 gallons per minute each so you can put them in if the hay 

moisture is above 22% and you need to double your preservative rate 

to 8 pounds per ton. 

I know it is more money to spend, but it may be an investment that 

pays for itself the first year you install it on the baler. This is some-

thing you could do this week, since it doesn’t look like hay making 

weather!  



Standing water impact on corn 
Source Bob Nielson, Purdue Univ. 
 
 Plants that are completely submerged are at higher risk than 

those that are partially submerged because they can continue to 

photosynthesize even if at a much lower rate 

 No one can tell you what exact amount of time corn plants can 

continue to live in ponded conditions but most agronomists agree 

that it is about 4 days under cool conditions (60F) and even less 

time under warmer conditions 

 Larger plants v6 seem to be able to handle ponding better than 

shorter plants.  The growing point is above ground at v6. 

Additional foliar area may help the plant to continue to 

photosynthesize. 

 Roots need to take in oxygen and all the oxygen is used up in the 

first 48 hours under ponded conditions. Plants begin to be unable 

to perform critical life functions like taking up water and nutrients  

and root growth is inhibited 

 Even as surface water subsides soils may remain saturated in the 

root zone for much longer 

 Ponded areas may leave dense crusted surface soil after the 

water evaporates creating poor gas exchange for root systems 

and soils that may be impervious to seedling   emergence 

 Check for new foliage 3-5 days after surface water disappears. 

Split a few stems to look at the health of the growing point 

 Be prepared to break up crusted soil with a  cultivator 

 Water logged soils restrict root development which in turn can 

affect the root ability to take up water and nutrients especially if 

the weather turns very dry. It can also make plants more prone 

to lodging 

 Ponding of soils can cause the loss of nitrogen through 

denitrification. Corn plants can mobilize the N from lower leaves  

and move it to new leaves causing the older leaves to turn 

yellow. After confirming plant survival consider applying N 

fertilizer at higher rates in ponded areas and incorporate with  a 

cultivator 

 Some seedling diseases are promoted under ponded conditions 

especially pythium and  phtopthora. 

 The fungus that causes crazy top needs saturated soils to cause 

infection 

 Common smut will also be found in plants that have been injured 

by flooding 
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 It won’t be long before wheat heads begin to lighten in color indicating 
harvest time is near. This year’s strong commodity prices prompt much 
anticipation for a profitable harvest. With that in mind, it is not too early to 
begin preparing for harvest and checking the readiness of your on-farm storage 

bins. To maintain the profits a good yield can bring, make and follow a plan to 
protect the grain while in storage. Remember: Grain storage will not improve 
grain quality. However, proper management of grain during storage will protect 
the quality present at harvest. 
 The IPM approach for stored grain protection includes a combination of 
sanitation, well-sealed bins, frequent monitoring for temperature and insect 
populations, aeration to cool grain in the fall, and pest management treatments 

as needed. Stored grain management begins with "an ounce of prevention". 
This article will highlight some steps one can take now to protect stored grain 
before it is harvested. The following pre-harvest information was "gleaned" 
whole or in part from Stored Grain IPM information from Oklahoma State 
University Stored Products Research & Education Center and Purdue University. 
Source URL's are provided at end of this article. 

 Insect infestations are the more common stored grain pest issues one 
might encounter. Insect infested grain can be docked at time of sale. Most 
common grain bin insect problems can be traced back to infestations in 
previously stored material, cracked grain and grain fines and trash. The key to 

prevention is SANITATION - clean out the bin every time it is emptied. How 
clean? If you can tell what was stored in the bin the last time it was used, it 
needs more cleaning. In addition to insects, birds and rodents are also attracted 

to left over and spilled grain. Lights mounted on or in close proximity to grain 
bins may attract unwanted stored grain insects.                                                
 Who might the likely insect pests be? This could be the subject for a 
future article. In the meantime the following extension factsheets provide 
information to help identify the insects you may find as you clean out your 
storage bins: Management of Stored Grain Insects, Part II. Identification and 
Sampling of Stored Grain Insects (http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/

mf916.pdf) and Principal Stored Grain Insect Pests of Indiana (http://
extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/E-80.pdf) 

The following sanitation practices are recommended for managing  
empty storage bins. 
* Clean harvest and transportation machines before harvest. 
* Repair all grain handling equipment before harvest and keep it in good 

condition. 
* Seal unloading auger, auger tube opening, and side door openings before 
harvest. 
* Empty storage structures of old grain. The new crop should never be stored 
on top of old grain. 
* Remove and destroy any grain from beneath, around or near the bin area. 
Sweep and vacuum the floors, false floors, and walls inside empty bins to 

remove old grain and debris. This debris usually contains insect eggs, larvae, 
pupae, and/or adults, all ready to infest the new grain. A shop vacuum, broom 
and scoop are very useful in a cleanup job, and all collected material should be 
discarded properly. 
 

Not to early to think about grain storage  
by Keith Waldron NYSIPM 

http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/mf916.pdf
http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/mf916.pdf
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/E-80.pdf
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/E-80.pdf


 
* Check fan boxes for possible grain pests. 
* Remove any spilled grain outside the storage structure. 
* Mow / remove weeds at least 10 feet around the bins. 
* Check and clean or replace rodent traps. 
* Check the integrity of screens and porcupine wires to limit bird entry and 
roosting. 

* For additional protection against infestation, the inside and outside surfaces, 
foundations and floor of a storage facility can be sprayed with residual insecti-
cide, four to six weeks prior to harvest, to kill any insects that were not re-

moved during cleaning and those that migrate into the bin. 
* Establish a written sanitation schedule, keep appropriate records 

Bin Sealing 
Roof leaks commonly lead to columns of spoiled grain. Check for these leaks by 
looking for light coming into the bin. Moisture coming into the bin through the 
seal between the bin and concrete will cause spoilage around the perimeter of 

the bin at the base. Check the seal since sealants do deteriorate. Water will run 
away from the seal at the base of the bin wall if the concrete is sloped away 
from the bin. Also check the seals around the doors and hatches. 
 
Besides keeping grain dry, grain storages should be well sealed for two other 
basic reasons: (1) to minimize grain insect entry problems into base and 
sidewall grain, and 

(2) to minimize leakage should fumigants be used. 
 
In addition, improved insect kill (efficacy), tighter sealed structures require 
lower dosage rates, which reduce the cost of future fumigations and cover the 
cost for the sealing materials and labor. 
When clean grain is transferred into a clean, sanitized structure with base and 

sidewalls well sealed, the main insect infestation and population growth should 
be on the grain surface in the structure headspace. Permanently sealing all non
-functional base, sidewall and roof openings is the first priority of sealing 
storages. The second sealing priority is to seal functional openings at all times 
during the year when the component is not being used. More information on bin 
sealing is available on the SPREC Web site (http://ipm.okstate.edu/ipm/
stored_products/ 

Source of the above stored grain pest management information: Oklahoma 
State University Stored Products Research & Education Center Newsletter - 

Spring 2004 (http://storedproducts.okstate.edu/Publications/newsletter/
SPRECNewsletterApr04.pdf) and Purdue's Stored Product Pest factsheets: 
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/E-66.pdf, http://
extension.entm.purdue.edu/grainlab/content/pdf/ID-207.pdf 

  
An excellent Stored Product resource “Stored Product Protection” has recently 
been published by authors from Kansas State University. Practical guide to 
protecting grains and other raw commodities, food processing facilities, finished 
food, and durable plant and animal products from insects, molds, and 

vertebrate pests. Illustrated, 350 p. http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/
S156.pdf 

http://ipm.okstate.edu/ipm/stored_products/
http://ipm.okstate.edu/ipm/stored_products/
http://storedproducts.okstate.edu/Publications/newsletter/SPRECNewsletterApr04.pdf
http://storedproducts.okstate.edu/Publications/newsletter/SPRECNewsletterApr04.pdf
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/E-66.pdf
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/grainlab/content/pdf/ID-207.pdf
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/grainlab/content/pdf/ID-207.pdf
http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/S156.pdf
http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/S156.pdf


Farm Credit East, ACA 
Your First Choice For Financial Solutions 
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   Leasing          Payroll Services 
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   Financial Records       Profit Improvement 

 
995 State Route 12PO Box 60Sangerfield, NY  13455 

(800) 762-3276(315) 841-3398 FAX (315) 841-3397 

www.farmcrediteast.com 

GROWMARK FS 

———————————— 

PO Box 65            Office: 315/841/8886  
7610 State Route 20          1/800/852/5003 
Sangerfield NY 13455        Fax: 315/841/4405 
Sangerfield@growmarkfs.com 

 
Fertilizer, Lime, Seed, Agronomy 
Satisfying Customers, Profitably 

 

Richardson Farms 
Agricultural Spray Materials 

Corn and Grass Seed 
Bulk & Bag Feed 

Custom Soybeans Roasting 

 
Buddy Richardson & Family 

Skinner Rd. Vernon Center, NY 

(315) 829-8000 



Rt 31 Canastota   Rt 26 Lowville   Rt 12 Waterville 

      697-2214         376-0300             841-4181 

LOUIS J. GALE & SON, INC. 
 

Waterville, N.Y. 13480 
7889 Canning Factory Road 

841-8411 OR 841-8410 
RETAIL FEED—GRAIN—SEED 
CUSTOM MIXING & GRINDING 

HI MAG LIME, PESTICIDES 
GROW RIGHT FERTILIZER      

SOY BEAN ROASTING 
CORN DRYING 

Sales Agent for Browns Feed  

- BULK - BAG 
Home of: 

Quickcow 
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Quickcow 
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“Let the Performance Begin” 

Call Andy Mower Owner/

President 

315-734-1705 

Serving The Dairy Industry for 21 
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Performance 

PREMIXES 
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PREMIXES 

Sales Agent for  
Pioneer Hi-Bred 

Oneida & Herkimer Co. 
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